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What this talk is about...
In general, we deal with the variability of observed data via models involving randomness. We assume that for
some probability distribution pX , our observed data X has arises in a manner that
X ∼ pX

A canonical task in both statistics and machine learning is to fit a model of the hypothetical probability
distribution that generated the data.
Machine Learners may call this "unsupervised learning", which more generally, refers to learning something
about pX .
Statisticians usually call this task "density estimation".
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Density Estimation
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Density Estimation (of Images): This person and this cat do not exist...

These are simulations from a fit model of the joint distribution of pictures of people, and pictures of cats,
respectively. Flexible models are nice!
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Introduction
This talk is primarily about a class of techniques that allows the construction of very flexible families of
probability distributions.
It does so in such a way that
We can compute the model's likelihood.
Generation from the fit model is computationally tractable and direct.
The models can plausibly scale to very high dimension and capture all sorts of complicated dependencies.
It involves Deep Learning.
What is really special: we do it in a way such that fitting our model is equivalent to learning a way to
transform data so it has a prescribed and simple distribution.
E.g., "What transformation would turn the data's distribution into a standard normal?"
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My Goal
Provide an introduction to this topic, focusing on
density estimation.
Start with some potentially familiar simple cases ,
and gradually build up to the more sophisticated
approaches.
The topics touched on today are only a glimpse of
the work done and potential uses.
You may dive and explore further if you wish
after, I will provide some next steps at the end.
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Introduction
Flow-Based models are models that arise from transformations of some simple base distribution, usually a
multivariate standard normal:
Z ∼ N (0, I)

Generally, for some function T from p-dimensional to a q-dimensional space, we have that
X = T (Z)

is some random object.
In principle, if we had a very flexible class of functions T parametrized by some θ, and we could compute its
likelihood function p(x; ⋅ ), we could fit our (iid) samples {xk }n
by maximum likelihood:
k=1
n

θ

⋆

= arg min {∑ log pX (xk ; θ)}
θ∈Θ

k=1

Main idea: For the right choice of Tθ , we can accomplish the above, even in very high dimension. To pull this of
though, we need log pX .
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What is the probability distribution of T (Z) ?
Very generally, if the random vector Z has probability distribution μ, then X
distribution ν .

= T (Z)

has some probability

To talk in proper generality about ν and quantities associated with it takes some measure theory (image
measures, change of variables theorem, etc.)
We will keep things simple today and sidestep all of that by insisting that X is a continuous random vector
which can take values on all of Rd .
However, note that a lot of what we will talk about applies more generally (e.g., Discrete Variables, or mixtures
of Continuous and Discrete, support on some subset of Rd ), though requires a more technical treatment.
With our assumption in hand, a particular theorem will prove useful...
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Change of Variables Theorem
Change of Variables Theorem. Suppose that Z has pdf p(⋅) and T : Rd →
differentiable, and has differentiable inverse. Then, the random vector X
pX (x) = p(T

Above, JT

−1

(x)

−1

R

is invertible, surjective,
T (Z) has the pdf

d

=

∣
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denotes the Jacobian Matrix of the inverse map T −1 , evaluated at the point x.
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As a consequence of the inverse function theorem, we have the identity |detJT

−1

(x)| = |detJT (T

−1

(x))|

−1

.

You may be wondering "what is that Jacobian determinant thing doing"? Let's look...
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Jacobian Determinant
The determinant of the Jacobian matrix accounts for the infinitesimal change in volume at each point. It is a
scaling factor.
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Lets make a 1D distribution: sinh-arcsinh distribution
Let Z

∼ N (0, 1)

, then take
X = T (Z ; ϵ, δ) = sinh(δ

−1

(arcsinh(Z) + ϵ)),

ϵ > 0, δ ∈ R+ .

By the Change of Variables Theorem, the above has pdf
−1

pX (x) = ϕ(T

−1

(x) − ϵ) ∣
∣ δ cosh(δ sinh
∣ ∂x ∣
−1
(x)) ⋅ ∣
(x) − ϵ)) ⋅ ∣
∣ = ϕ( sinh(δ sinh
∣,
∣ ∂z ∣
2
∣
∣
√1 + x

where ϕ is the pdf of the standard normal distribution.
This is actually how you construct the sinh-arcsinh(δ, ϵ) distribution.
Jones, M. C., & Pewsey, A. (2009). Sinh-arcsinh distributions. Biometrika, 96(4), 761-780.
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Location Scale Sinh-Arcsinh
I made an RShiny app to play around with visualizing the density for the location-scale sinh-arcsinh family:
Click This Link!
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Example in d-dimensions: Multivariate Normal
Let L be a lower triangular matrix, and Z

∼ N (0, I)

. Perform the transformation

X = T (Z; μ, L) = μ + LZ.

Then, it is easy to show (i.e., a second-year statistics exercise) that X

∼ N (μ, Σ)

where Σ

⊤

= LL

.
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Composing Transformations for Additional Flexibility
More generally, we can compose several transformations together into a "flow" of transformations to increase
the flexibility of our final distribution.
Let's do a simple example, letting SAS denote the sinh-arcsinh transform defined earlier:
Z

Z

(1)

(0)

∼ N (0, I)

= T1 (Z

X = T2 (Z

(1)

(0)

) = LZ

) = SAS(Z

(0)

(2)

; ϵ, δ)

Above, the SAS function is applied elementwise.
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A "Flow" of Two Transformations

The above is actually called an implicit copula formulation for a random vector with Gaussian copula
dependency.
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A Tale of Two Directions...
Simulation (Forward)

Log-Likelihood Evaluation (Backward)

Input: transforms {Tk }K
and base distribution pz
k=1

Input: Sample x, inverse-transforms {Tk

Draw Z0
for k

−1

base density pz (⋅)

}

K
k=1

, and

∼ pz

= 1, … , K

:

Zk ← Tk (Zk−1 )

Return X
flow.

= ZK

as a sample from the normalizing

1. Initialise: zK
2. for l

← x

= K, … , 1

,

0 ← logdet_term

:

logdet_term ← logdet_term + log ∣
∣detJT −1 (zl )∣
∣
l

zl−1 ← T

−1

(zl )

1. Return pz (z0 ) + logdet_term
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Deep Learning: A Crash Course
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Deep Learning
You are all familiar with (multi)-linear regression. For predictors x
matrix W ∈ Rd ×d
out

∈ R

din

response y

∈ R

dout

, and design

in

y = Wx + b.

Note that if we want a more flexible models, composing with another transform doesn't help much (more
parameters but still linear regression)
y = W2 (W1 x + b1 ) + b2 = W2 W1 x + W2 b1 + b2 .


W

Solution. Throw in a function that is non-linear. For example, h(x)

b

= tanh(x)

applied elementwise.

We are done and have a more flexible model called a neural network: y = W2 h(W1 x + b1 ) + b2 .
If you have done it once, you might as well do it again (Deep Learning): Many Layers,
gk (x) = h(Wk x + bk )
y = Wn gn−1 ∘ gn−2 ∘ g1 (x) + bn .
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Deep Learning: Why the Hype?
Why is it such a big thing?
Tractable: Models can be trained via gradient descent using backpropagation.
Mostly matrix operations: GPUs.
Powerful: The models are highly expressive.
Mysterious Powers: Double Descent phenomena
The seemingly absurd practice of having many more parameters than data points actually helps (!).
It is possible to have models perform worse on average by adding data (!).
Present Best Explanation: Not just a neural net thing, but combination of many parameters and the
way optimizers behave implicitly as regularizers makes them pull it off.
Serves as a very flexible way to parametrize an arbitrary function whenever you need one.
"A neural network is the second-best solution to every problem that requires learning a complicated function."
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Deep Learning: Can we use it?
Unfortunately, we can't just make our transforms T be arbitrary neural nets and keep the ability to compute
the likelihood of T (X).
Recall that T must be invertible (amongst other things).
In general, determinant computation is an O(d 3 ) operation.
If every pixel of an image is an individual dimension, d becomes enormous quickly.
So, we need to be smarter and think a bit...
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The "Hole-in-One" Autoregressive Transformation
If T is flexible enough, (under mild conditions) we could actually get any distribution with a triangular map:
X1 = T1 (Z1 ) ∼ p(x1 )
X2 = T2 (Z2 ; Z1 ) ∼ p(x2 |x1 )
X3 = T3 (Z3 ; Z1 , Z2 ) ∼ p(x3 |x1 , x2 )

⋮
Xd = Td (Zd ; Z1:d−1 ) ∼ p(xd |x1:d )

This transformation is called the Knothe-Rosenblatt rearrangement.
In principle, such a map reduces the computation of a determinant to O(d). The reason for this is that the
Jacobian is lower triangular.
However, we still need to solve the invertibility problem.
Want to use our neural nets to be flexible, but at the same time not "break" invertibility.
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Inverse Autoregressive Flows
One of many possible approaches, but a very natural one with many connections, so it will be out focus!
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Inverse Autoregressive Flows
Generation (Parallel)
⎛

Inversion (Sequential)
μ1 + σ 1 Z 1

μ2 (Z1 ) + σ2 (Z1 ) ⋅ Z2
⎜
⎜
⎜ μ (Z , Z ) + σ (Z , Z ) ⋅ Z
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
X = ⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⋮
⎝

μd (Z1:d−1 ) + σd (Z1:d−1 ) ⋅ Zd

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

Z1 = (X1 − μ1 )/σ1

Z2 = (X2 − μ2 (Z1 ))/σ2 (Z1 )

Z3 = (X3 − μ3 (Z1 , Z2 ))/σ3 (Z1 , Z2 )

⎠
⋮
Zd = (Xd − μd (Z1:d ))/σd (Z1:d−1 )

The {μk } and {σk } functions (the latter positive) above are all the output of one special neural net!
Jacobian is lower-triangular: O(d) (determinant is the product of diagonal entries).
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Autoregressive Neural Networks
It is possible to get all the parameters out of a single neural network, but it requires a very particular structure
that masks weights (i.e., sets some weights to be zero) so the autoregressive condition is satisfied.

Figure from Germain et al., (2015), MADE: Masked Autoencoder for Distribution Estimation, ICML 2015. (Precursor
to MAF)
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Affine Inverse Autoregressive Flow
Consider this familiar friend from earlier:
X = ν + LZ.

The above is just a linear autoregressive flow. Actually, we just take
j−1

μj (Z1:j−1 ) = νj + ∑ Lik Zk ,

and

σj (Z1:k−1 ) = Ljj .

k=1

So just like neural nets generalize linear regression, inverse autoregressive flows generalize multivariate
Gaussians via introducing nonlinearity to their construction.
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Permutation Transforms
Note the first few variables do not get the most
complex transformations.
For example, if Z1 is normal, no number of
transformations of this form would change
that!

Generation
⎛

Z

′

μ1 + σ 1 Z 1

μ2 (Z1 ) + σ2 (Z1 ) ⋅ Z2
⎜
⎜
⎜ μ (Z , Z ) + σ (Z , Z ) ⋅ Z
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
= ⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⋮
⎝

μd (Z1:d−1 ) + σd (Z1:d−1 ) ⋅ Zd

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

Simple Solution. Intersperse Autoregressive transforms with one that reverses the order of the variables:
Preverse : (x1 , x2 , … , xp−1 , xp ) ↦ (xp , xp−1 , … , x2 , x1 )

The full flow is then
X = T (Z) = T

(n)
IAF

∘ Preverse ∘ ∘T

(n−1)
IAF

∘ Preverse ∘ ⋯ ∘ Preverse ∘ T

(1)
IAF

(Z)

Reordering the variables according to a permutation is equivalent to multiplication by a permutation matrix,
which are volume-preserving: detP = 1. However, there are some other ways of doing better...
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More generally...
Looking at what we had before, it becomes clear that we are just performing a linear transformation
Z

′
k

= μ(Z1:k−1 ) + σ(Z1:k−1 )Zk ,


a

k = 1, … , d.

b

Clearly, any linear function is invertible, but we be more flexible by choosing some univariate monotonic
function.
Z

′
k

= μ(Z1:k−1 ) + σ(Z1:k−1 ) sinh(δ(Z1:k−1 )

−1

sinh

−1

(Zk ) + ϵ(Z1:k−1 ))

k = 1, … , d.

Subject to the above, computing the Jacobian determinant term is still O(d).
Natural extension is to use very flexible univariate monotonic (invertible) functions.
Monotonic Splines!
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Splines
Piecewise Linear Splines

Remember that the parameters of the spline are given by other variables.
Z

′
k

= PiecewiseSplines(Zk ; g(Z1:k−1 )),

k = 1, … , d.
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Beyond Linear Splines
Figure from "Neural Spline Flows" (Durkan et al.,
2019)
State-of-the-art Spline transforms like the
Rational Quadratic Splines also have the
location of the knots as a parameter.
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Flow-Based Models in Python (Pyro)
As a slight deviation, we will take a brief look into how easy it is to actually use such models, once others have
implementing all those tricky components!
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Probabilistic AI with PyTorch
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pyro.distributions.transforms
import torch
import pyro.distributions as dist
d = 4 # dimension of model to be fit
distZ = dist.Normal(torch.zeros(d), torch.ones(d)) # base distribution

#
#
#
T

transform specifying using autoregressive flows with an autoregressive
network having 25 hidden nodes for each of two hidden layers, using splines
with 8 bins each.
= dist.transforms.spline_autoregressive(input_dim=d, hidden_dims=[25,25],
count_bins=8)

flow = [T] # create an iterable (list) of transformations
distX = dist.TransformedDistribution(distZ, flow) # create flow-based distribution
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Training Loop
def train_flow_model(dataset, distX, params, steps = 2501, lr = 1e-2):
dataset = torch.tensor(dataset, dtype=torch.float) # ensures correct type
optimizer = torch.optim.Adam(params, lr=lr) # initializes optimizer of choice
for step in range(steps): # iterate over training loop
optimizer.zero_grad() # clear gradients prev. accumulated in parameter tensors
loss = -distX.log_prob(dataset).sum() # negative log-likelihood
loss.backward() # accumulate gradients in parameter tensors
optimizer.step() # take a step in parameter space w/ accumulated gradients
distX.clear_cache() # always remember to do this!

With the above function, we can then call the training procedure.
train_flow_model(dataset, T.parameters())
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Result: Iris Data
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A Special Mention: Transport Maps
Around the same time Normalizing Flows became popular in the Machine Learning community, similar ideas
were appearing in the Statistics Community.
Transport Maps and Normalizing Flows are essentially the same thing.
Autoregressive Flows where instead of neural nets invertible transformations are very carefully
constructed. Transforms involve orthogonal polynomials, mathematically very elegant.
Convex and separable optimization problem to fit to data (always get the global optima).
Introduced Not originally for density estimation but for two tasks (and later many extensions):
Making Sampling a Probability Distribution Easier
Parno, Matthew D., and Youssef M. Marzouk. "Transport map accelerated Markov chain Monte
Carlo." SIAM/ASA Journal on Uncertainty Quantification 6.2 (2018): 645-682.
Approximating a target distribution with one in the transport map family (Variational Inference)
Marzouk et al., 2016, Sampling via Measure Transport: An Introduction, Handbook of Uncertainty
Quantification.
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Invertible Neural Networks
You may be wondering: "Why not just structure the weights W and the activation function h in a standard
neural network so that it is invertible? That way you could avoid all that weird spline stuff and needing to make
an autoregressive network."
Well, this is a research direction of interest, that is also mathematically quite interesting.
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Advanced Deep Learning: ResNet
Before we had our layers as
gk (z) = h(Wk z + bk )

and our neural network model as
f (x) = Wn gn−1 ∘ gn−2 ∘ ⋯ g1 (z) + bn

However, one of the most celebrated Neural Network architectures is the Residual Layer (skip layer):
gk (z) = z + h(Wk z + bk )

Main Advantage: Training Stability (no vanishing gradients), good empirical performance.
Interestingly, gk resembles the Euler's Method discretization of an ODE. This spurred on a whole area of
research called "Neural ODEs", which are continuous-time flows.
We shall not go down that long and winding (and interesting!) road.
We shall take a very brief look at some Invertible Residual Layers , and hence invertible Neural Networks.
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Invertible Resnet
Behrmann, J., Grathwohl, W., Chen, R. T., Duvenaud, D., & Jacobsen, J. H. (2019, May). Invertible residual
networks. In International Conference on Machine Learning (pp. 573-582).
Result. Consider the general form of transform: z′
||g(z1 ) − g(z2 )|| < ||z1 − z2 ||,

= z + g(z)

for all z1 ≠ z2

. Then,

⟹

z

′

= z + g(z) is invertible .

Required condition above implies that g is a contraction mapping. By the Banach Fixed Point Theorem,
there is a unique solution, which we can solve iteratively for (i.e., invert the layer) via fixed-point iteration.
Making g a Contraction. In the case g(z) = h(Wz + b), we can ensure g is a contraction by simply ensuring
that ||W ||2 < 1 (i.e., largest singular value less than one).
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General Approach to Invertible Autoregressive Transforms
Song, Yang, Chenlin Meng, and Stefano Ermon. (2019) "MintNet: Building invertible neural networks with
masked convolutions.", NeurIPS 2019.

Also how that detJ

≠ 0

is sufficient for invertibility for functions with lower triangular Jacobian (Theorem 1).

Requiring only t ≥ 0 and a special parametrization of each Wij to make sure the diagonal has the correct sign,
we have the powerful (invertible!) transform

Can invert via fixed-point iteration efficiently.
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Keen for More?
Out time together is coming to an end. However, this talk is a shortened and technically gentler version of the
first of four parts of my course on Deep Probabalistic Models (extended with some stuff on Invertible Neural
Networks) from the 2021 AMSI Winter School.

For eight hours of lecture content, and two tutorial Jupyter notebooks, see https://robsalomone.com/coursedeep-probabilistic-models/
Topics Covered: Normalizing Flows (in more detail), Generative Adversarial Networks, Variational Inference
and Learning, Deep Latent Variable Models, and Variational Autoencoders.
Thankyou for listening!
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